




2 . note . On p 177 V I the 'iivjTvrr. in,Iio-teo -Icsoert in ^;~t „5-
chain throu~•h the; scul -.scect in forms ci foul, soul, . ..t
astr^1 body, all Upf).;this, ;:ind ascent thtrouTh Life, '.;',.nd tc riirtt .
This wculd setiri to indic•-to th !,t th'jrcu, n involI tior• :1--y serf es fern ;
is dominant while in evolution= ry series ec fence is donii.n,.nt .

28 . " ;IF;•nas is xus.1 - Lunar in the lower, cl ~• in it urn- r x:crti
Higher zLs ect sv.ttraot 1 tovv.•ris hi, loner list-ns tc_ voice of
r,nirr:-o1 soul . "But the ;hiof t) acid t i s '.'I,.nas or Mind" II :pp 52O-32l

29 . Animal Soul, K .;rra tugs. . = ^urth P'incii ;~ II p 631

30 . The importance of the middle principles of Manas and Kama Rup"
to manifest man . It is the need of the Minas'-Ego and the false
personality or the Body of egotictieal desires and personal will
to cement the whole .

"Inoarn,te the Spiritual Monad of a Newton, grafted on that o f
the . greatest saint on e.a.rth, in a physical body the most perfect you
can think of- i .e ., in a two or even a three principled body com-
posed of its Sthula Sharira, Pr:ina and Linga Sharira - and, if it
lacks its middle and fifth "principles", you will have created an
idiot - at best a beautiful, soul-less ax .iky , empty and unconscious
appearance". S.D . II p 252 . The real iwmottal Ego and the Animal-
Human soul have to be closely blended for full terrestrial existence .

31 . The Astral Light, while lower aspect of Absolute, yet is dual,
it is Anima Mundi . Interpretation of Eliphas Levi and most Western
Kabwlists incorrect . In higher aspect it is "Laving Fire", or Wisdom
Spirit - in lower aspect if it "Light" and furnishes astral soul of
all living things . I p 218

32 . Animals have only latent germ of highest immortal soul i them
I p 218

33 . Astral, ethereo-substantial envelope is the body-vehicle of the
Soul - the eternal Spiritual Ego . This Soul .may free itself from its
tabernacle for various reasXons such as spiritual or phsyci,oal
depravity of the man, leaving the latter a souless shell . I p 255

34 . In Kathopanishad World Soul is brought forth by uion of Purusha
and Original Matter . This Soul known as 'rMaha-Attire,, Brahman, the
Spirit of Life" these being identical with Universal Soul, or Anima
Mundi . Astral. Light of Kabaliste and Theurgists being its last and
lowest division I p 499

35 . Univers .l Soul the Sixth Principle of Intellectual Kosmos on the
manifested plane of Bmmgg . It is Mahat or Mahabuddhi, the Great Soul
the 2flailoe of Spirit, the first primeval refleotion - of tge formless
CAUSE, and that which is even beyond Spirit. Material aspect of
Universal Soul is Astral Light of Eliphas Levi . . I p 453 .

36 . Soul of AetSal Light is Divine, and its body - the Light waves
on the lower planes. - infernal . Astral Light identified with
"Demon est Deus Inversus . I p 456
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37 . Divine Spirit Bynibo .Lized by Sun or Fire, IIivine Soup by water or
the loon, both standing for the Father and the bother of Pneuma, the
Hunan Sou. or Mind, symbolized by Wind or Air . The culmination of tre
Secret Work is Spiritual Perfect Man, at one end oftthe line ; the union
of .the three Elements is the Occult Solvent in the "Soul of the World"
the Cosmic Soul ar Astral Light, at the other . II 119

38 . Spiritual Monad is One whose rays form what we in our ignorztnce
call "Indivd lual vbnads" of men . I p 200

39 . Monad corribination of Atnia-Buddhi or Dual-Soul . It is not Atma
alone . Not correct to speak of Human, mineral echo. Monad . Rather is
it the Monad manifesting in mineral kingdom, vegetable, kingdom,
human king ;om etc . llon ::.Ld essentially uncompounded . Atma-Buddhi
from the higher point of view is not a compound . I p 201 '

40 . Atoms and Souls were synonymous i the language of the Initiates .
(Atom. not to be t"ken in the sense used by modern physicist) To Hind u
Elemental Atom was . Soul, a eetner of -potential Vitality wth latent
intelligence in it ; in case of compound souls an active inirellggent
existence . Atom-Soul bear ;: same rel4tton to the One that Divine Soul,
Buddhi bears to Atma . I p 620

41 . With the Gnostics " Christos " meant impersonal principle Atman of
the Universe and Atma within every man's Soul , not Jesus, T p 157

42 . Noun or ;,nimating Soul, immanent in every atom, manifested in
:an, latent in the, stone, having different degrees of power . I p 82

43 . Az Individual Soul is ever the sane, so are atoms of lower principles
sways c?ra;m to same individuality in d series of various bodies . II 709

44 . Animals have Soul but not conscious surviving Ego-Soul which
survives; as . individual and inoarnai,es in like form . The ~ (ann:mal )
Monad does not reincarnate in the same but in a higher species . , II 206

45 "Bird" for C .a,ldae ,ns _and Hebrews hs symbol for Angel , a Soul, a
Spirit or Deva . "Bird's Nest" represented Heaven . II p 306

o f man
46 . Soul in the sense of the psychic Astral the first to descend to
earth . Spirit, intellectual :,ndd moral faculties awaken later . II 76j

47, . Living soul is vital soul- or Nephesh . Divine Spirit is Ruach .
Breath of Life not identical with' Im_nnortal Spirit as Christian Theol-
ogians-have made it . I p 246

48 . "Considered functionally and from the standpoint of activity,
the Soul stands .undeniably higher (than Spirit), in this finite and
condit6oned world of Mayo." . I p 246

49 . In esoter_iu parlance, Brahma is Father-Mother-Son, or Spirit,
Soul and Body. I P 73

50 . All Souls identical with Universal Over-soul . Purely spiritual
Budhi or Divine-Soul canot have independent conscious existence until
spark from universal Soul has pasoed through phenomenal world gin d
acquired individuality by natural impulse and self -ef °ort . I p 45

r

51 . Budt.hi or Divine Soul is still material when con3ider .d in oonn: c4
tion wth Atma or Divine Spirit . I p 144
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52 . Fohat as Divine Love or Eros represented ast trying to bring pure
Spirit into union with Soul which in man if5 Monad and in N ture the
first link between the ever-unconditioned end the manifested . I p 144

53 . Higher Self formed of the indissoluble union of Bud.'Lhi and the
spiritual efflorescence of Manas . V II, p 241.

54 . Budr+h3., or the Divine,. Inteelectu:,l Soul, made conscious by its
union with the higher faculties of Manas . V II, p 332

55,1 Buddhi the faculty, of cognizing, channel thru which Divine knowYa-
led a reaches the Ego, the discernment of good and evil, also divine
conscience and the Spiritual Soul which is vehicle of ,tmm V I p 3
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